
Weddings at 1-Altitude



1-Altitude

ROOFTOP

For the brides and grooms-to-be seeking an alternative, 
sky-high wedding venue, get hitched in style at 1-

Altitude Rooftop against the backdrop of the stunning 
cityscape. Wow your guests as you exchange vows at the 

city’s highest rooftop bar with unobstructed sunset 
views.
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Stellar at 1-Altitude

LEVEL 62

Celebrate your nuptials over a grand wedding lunch or 
dinner in the elegant Stellar restaurant and take your 
guests on a gastronomic adventure. Helmed by award-
winning Executive Chef Christopher Millar, your guests 
will be treated to a decadent feast of quintessential 
Australian Progressive Cuisine, tailored to your 
preferences.
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Altimate

LEVEL 61

Save the last dance for an exhilarating after-party at 
Singapore’s ultimate VIP club with your guests and 
bridal party. With its luxe interior and visual sensory 
wonders, Altimate promises to deliver the party of your 
life.



Floorplan

CAPACITY

SEATED : UP TO 214 PAX

STANDING : UP TO 300 PAX

FACILITIES
• FULL-SERVICE BAR

• AV EQUIPMENT

• PROJECTOR & SCREEN



Wedding Styling



Culinary Director Christopher Millar

Culinary Director Christopher Millar of
Stellar’s culinary career includes positions
at award-winning, iconic restaurants in
London, Melbourne and Sydney. Two
restaurants helmed by Chef Millar were
awarded one Chef’s Hat by the Age Good
Food Guide and Sydney Morning Herald
Good Food Guide respectively. For Chef
Christopher Millar, texture, purity of flavor
and quality of ingredients are paramount
when it comes to crafting his unique dishes
that represent quintessential, progressive
Australian cooking. At the helm of the
highest restaurant in Singapore, he and his
team continue to push culinary boundaries
through their delivery of vibrant and
innovative creations that have made Stellar
at 1-Altitude among the top critically
acclaimed restaurants in the city.



Cuisine
Utilizing modern techniques to get the most out of the best seasonal ingredients available, Chef Millar enjoys working 

directly with some of the world’s best farmers and producers as the prime source of inspiration for the restaurant’s menu.

It all starts with ingredients, so the first step in this journey starts with a visit to the kitchen where the chef will introduce 
the ingredients of the day and details on the chef’s direct relationship with farmers and producers.



Fact Sheet

LOCATION 
One Raffles Place, 1 Raffles Place, Singapore 048616

GETTING HERE 
TRAIN :  NS26 EW14 Raffles Place MRT
BUS :  Fullerton Square (B03011)

FACILITIES 
Full Service Bar | Bridal Room | AV Equipment | Projector & Screen

EXTENDED SERVICES
DJs | LIVE Bands | Emcees | Wedding Favours | Invitation Cards | 
Cakes | Floral Decor

CAPACITY 
1-Altitude: Up to 550 pax
Stellar Restaurant: Up to 180 Pax Seated & 300 Pax Standing
Altimate: Up to 250 Pax



One Raffles Place, 1 Raffles Place 
Singapore 048616

info@1-altitude.com
+65 6438 0410

http://1-altitude.com

